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Computer Vision with OpenCV 3 and Qt5: Build visually appealing, multithreaded, cross-platform computer vision applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Blend the power of Qt with OpenCV to build cross-platform computer vision applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Start creating robust applications with the power of OpenCV and Qt combined
	
			Learn from scratch how to develop cross-platform computer vision applications
	...
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Objective-C for Absolute Beginners: iPhone, iPad and Mac Programming Made EasyApress, 2018

	
		Learn Objective-C and its latest release, and learn how to mix Swift with it. You have a great idea for an app, but how do you bring it to fruition? With Objective-C, the universal language of iPhone, iPad, and Mac apps. 

	
		Using a hands-on approach, you'll learn how to think in programming terms, how to use...
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Fundamentals of Signals and Systems Using the Web and MATLAB (3rd Edition)Pearson Education, 2006

	With the presentation at an introductory level, the third edition of the book (2007 copyright) contains a comprehensive treatment of continuous-time and discrete-time signals and systems, with demos on the textbook website (users.ece.gatech.edu/~bonnie/book3), data downloaded from the Web, and illustrations of numerous MATLAB commands for the...
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Maximizing ASP.NET Real World, Object-Oriented DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2005
Using ASP.NET, you can build Web applications that deliver  unprecedented power and performance. But to make the most of ASP.NET, Web  developers need to think and work very differently from the ways they've  programmed in the past. In Maximizing ASP.NET Jeffrey Putz helps you make the  transitionand reap the rewards.

...
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Java Servlet ProgrammingO'Reilly, 1998
A few years ago, the hype surrounding applets put Java on the map as a programming language for the Web. Today, Java servlets stand poised to take Java to the next level as a Web development language. The main reason is that servlets offer a fast, powerful, portable replacement for CGI scripts. 
 
The Java Servlet API, introduced as the...
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Digital Lighting and Rendering (2nd Edition)New Riders Publishing, 2006
Crafting a perfect rendering in 3D software means nailing all the details. And no matter what software you use, your success in creating realistic-looking illumination, shadows and textures depends on your professional lighting and rendering techniques. In this lavishly illustrated new edition, Pixar's Jeremy Birn shows you how...
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Six Sigma Business Scorecard : Creating a Comprehensive Corporate Performance Measurement SystemMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Ensuring growth and profitability through performance
 

PLAN * IMPLEMENT * MEASURE * ADJUST * PROFIT
 

"Great book!  The readers should keep their highlighters handy for they will find many points that they will want to remember." -- H. James Harrington, Ph.D., Author of Business...
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Hacking Exposed Cisco NetworksMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Implement bulletproof Cisco security the battle-tested Hacking Exposed way

Defend against the sneakiest attacks by looking at your Cisco network and devices through the eyes of the intruder. Hacking Exposed Cisco Networks shows you, step-by-step, how hackers target exposed systems, gain access, and pilfer compromised...
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Advanced Java 2 Platform: How to Program (With CD-ROM)Prentice Hall, 2001
The authoritative DEITEL™ LIVE-CODE™ guide to programming with the Java™ 2 Enterprise (J2SE™), Standard (J2SE™) and Micro (J2ME™) Editions
 Java™ has revolutionized application and enterprise-systems...
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Microsoft  Visual Web Developer(TM) 2005 Express Edition: Build a Web Site Now!Microsoft Press, 2005
With this lively, eye-opening, and hands-on book, all you need is a computer and the desire to learn how to create Web pages now using Visual Web Developer Express Edition! Featuring a full working edition of the software, this fun and highly visual guide walks you through a complete Web page project from set-up to launch. Youll get an introduction...
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Ajax and REST Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2006
Ajax and REST Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach will serve all of your Ajax needs, by providing adaptable solutions for common tasks you'll want to implement on web sites using the next generation of Ajax and REST techniques. As a JavaScript developer, your time is precious, so you'll want to solve problems that present themselves in...
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Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2004
You own your own business. You have also created a website for your business that details the products or services that you offer, but it doesn't allow potential customers to purchase anything online. Don't risk losing business-learn to create a dynamic online environment using only three programs. PHP, MySQL and Apache are three popular...
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